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Achieving green, healthy, and cyclical development in China’s pig industry not only
enables the adjustment of the rural industrial structure but also helps meet
community demand for safe meat, thus playing a critical role in promoting
sustainable agricultural development. This research utilizes panel data from
21 provinces (districts) in China from 2004 to 2021 to construct an evaluation
system for green total factor productivity in pig breeding (PGTFP). The super-
efficient slacks-based measure (SBM) model is employed to measure PGTFP.
Conversely, regional disparities in PGTFP are determined using the Dagum Gini
coefficientmethod. Furthermore, we analyzed the convergence of pig breeding in
different regions. The findings indicate that PGTFP in China exhibits fluctuations,
with the highest PGTFP, observed in areas of constrained development.
Development differences in PGTFP across China have gradually diminished,
with the greatest development differences observed within potential growth
areas. Furthermore, disparities between focused development areas and
potential growth areas are the most pronounced and are primarily attributable
to the super-variable density. Both α- and β-convergence are observed for PGTFP
at the national level and within each breeding area. However, the α-convergence
pattern during COVID-19 is not obvious. Consequently, the formulation of
differentiated farming development strategies and fostering the coordinated
development of pig breeding in all regions have become imperative.
Meanwhile, preparing contingency prevention measures to promote stable and
high-quality pig breeding is necessary.
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1 Introduction

Pig breeding is a pivotal industry for agricultural economic development and plays a
crucial role in ensuring food security and improving the wellbeing of communities. With
increasing demand in the pork market, scale and green pig breeding have received growing
emphasis. This places higher requirements on both the quantity and quality of pig breeding.
Traditional crude pig breeding faces two significant challenges. First, lower production
efficiency is an issue because of the rising costs associated with pig breeding (Woyengo et al.,
2014). Second, increased pollution resulting from animal intestinal fermentation and the
management of animal manure emissions in large-scale farming remains an issue (Huang
et al., 2019; Huang and Zhang, 2022). Therefore, considering the effective supply of pig
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breeding and ecological environmental protection, promoting the
green development of pig breeding has become an effective
approach to fostering the high-quality development of the
farming industry and is an important initiative for achieving
carbon peaking and carbon neutrality. Relevant departments
attach great importance to the green development of pig
breeding, as exemplified by the Ministry of Agriculture’s list of
demonstration counties for the green development of animal
husbandry. Their aim is to drive the green transformation and
upgrading of animal husbandry in these counties and promote the
overall development of animal husbandry nationwide. The key
points of Green Development in Agriculture and Rural Areas
underscore the importance of enhancing the coverage rate of
manure-free treatment equipment in large-scale farms,
optimizing the resource utilization of livestock and poultry
manure across different regions, and guiding farmers to reduce
volatile ammonia emissions. Furthermore, “Opinions on the Key
Work of the Comprehensive Promotion of Rural Revitalization”
emphasizes the promotion of green production methods, the
enhancement of sustainable agricultural development, and the
implementation of five major actions for green agricultural
development. This includes the reduction of carbon emissions
from livestock and poultry.

The assessment of total factor productivity (TFP) is significant in
agricultural production research. Initially, TFP measurement solely
focused on efficiency and did not account for environmental costs.
However, under the concept of sustainable development, scholars
began considering the importance of achieving coordinated
economic efficiency and environmental effects (Kung et al.,
2015). Chung et al. (1997) incorporated environmental costs into
the efficiency analysis framework to introduce a new research
paradigm for comprehensive efficiency assessment. The green
total factor productivity of pig breeding (PGTFP) refers to the
lowest resource consumption for achieving as much output as
possible while minimizing the negative impact of pig breeding on
the environment. PGTFP is an important indicator of the
environmental and economic benefits of pig breeding
development (Jia et al., 2021). The pig breeding industry has the
most significant carbon emissions in the agricultural sector. Thus,
focusing on PGTFP is not only essential for promoting an ecological
culture and ensuring national food security, but it also aligns with
the principles of “green water and greenmountains are mountains of
gold and silver” in pig breeding. In China, the pig breeding industry
has transitioned from emphasizing factor inputs to accelerating
technological progress and enhancing TFP. There has also been a
shift from prioritizing “green and development” to “high-quality
green development.” To achieve high-quality green development,
the relationships between the economy, resources, and environment
within the pig breeding industry must be effectively coordinated.
Establishing a scientifically sound set of PGTFP measurement
indicators and accurately grasping the evolving trends in PGTFP
are necessary to promote the sustainable development of the pig
breeding industry (Miguel et al., 2015).

Nevertheless, significant variations in resource endowment,
economic development, policy direction, and technological levels
among different regions result in geographical disparities in regional
PGTFP. Moreover, the process of transitioning from traditional to
modern agriculture may entail distinct characteristics in the green

development of pig breeding. Therefore, addressing several
questions regarding the measurement of PGTFP, its regional
disparities under China’s pig breeding zoning policy, the
convergence of PGTFP growth over time in each region, and the
key factors influencing its growth are critical. These questions serve
as prerequisites for formulating diverse agricultural and green
development policies. Hence, this study first explores the role of
each factor in enhancing PGTFP, building upon a comprehensive
review of the literature and clarifying the logical connections
between them. Second, we construct an effective indicator system
for measuring PGTFP to assess its value. Subsequently, based on the
index measurement, the dynamic evolution trends of PGTFP in
focused, constrained, potential, and moderate development areas,
along with the internal and external disparities in development, are
analyzed in depth, utilizing the division of Chinese pig breeding
areas as the measurement index. Finally, the convergence status of
green development in each farming area is investigated, and the key
factors affecting changes in PGTFP are analyzed.

2 Literature review and theoretical
discussion

Regarding themeasurement and exploration of PGTFP, scholars
have conducted extensive research using models such as the data
envelopment approach (DEA), directional distance function (DDF),
stochastic frontier analysis (SFA), and slacks-based measure (SBM).
For instance, Njuki et al. (2016) utilized the DEA–Malmquist model
to measure the efficiency of on-farm pig breeding in the USA,
considering greenhouse gases as non-desired outputs. Yang (2009)
employed the DDF to estimate the environmental efficiency and
productivity of pig breeding in Taiwan. Han et al. (2020) used the
SBM model to measure the TFP of the livestock environment in
provincial and major livestock production areas from 2001 to 2017.
Wang and Tian (2022) employed an endogenous DDF to measure
PGTFP in China. They considered pollutants such as chemical
oxygen demand as non-desired outputs and decomposed the
sources of productivity growth into efficiency improvement and
technological progress. Onyenweaku and Effiong (2006) utilized the
SFA method to measure pig productivity in Nigeria and investigate
the factors influencing it. Common non-desired output indicators
include measures of chemical oxygen demand (COD), total nitrogen
(TN), and total phosphorus (TP) surface source pollution values for
PGTFP (Jia et al., 2021; Zhong et al., 2022a).

Scholars have subsequently focused on the following aspects to
conduct more in-depth research:

The first is an analysis of the current situation of PGTFP and a
comparison of regional differences. Different regions have distinct
historical developments, geographic locations, and economic
conditions, leading to variations in PGTFP characteristics (Daxini
et al., 2018). Zhao et al. (2015) compared and analyzed the efficiency
transfer of traditional production areas: the central, northeastern,
coastal, and southwestern regions. They found that the pig breeding
industry shifted to the central region without a corresponding
increase in efficiency. Zhong et al. (2022b) analyzed the
differences in green pig breeding between East and West China
based on dominant pig breeding regions, revealing significantly
higher PGTFP in the West than in the East and Central regions
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owing to the different transportation and environmental locations
between these regions. Wang et al. (2020) analyzed pig breeding
efficiency between farms and emphasized the need to narrow the
farm gap to improve efficiency. Moreover, differences in pig feeding
practices, business practices, and waste disposal result in variations
in PGTFP (Galanopoulos et al., 2006; Zhuang et al., 2019).

The second focus of in-depth research is the analysis of the
drivers of PGTFP. Studies from different perspectives and scales
have confirmed that farmers exhibit a strong willingness to adopt
green practices to balance benefits and risks. Internal and external
factors influencing the green development of agriculture have been
discussed. On the one hand, awareness of environmental protection
among agricultural producers is positively correlated with adopting
green production behavior and promotes the growth of PGTFP
(Obubuafo et al., 2008). On the other hand, the allocation of
production factors cannot be ignored; these mainly include the
allocation of agricultural producers to factors such as technology,
labor, and capital. Liu et al. (2021) also confirmed the considerable
influence of the effective allocation of production factors on the
efficiency of green production in agriculture. The external factors
mainly include supervision, regulation, and incentives. Government
regulation is critical to supervising the green development of pig
breeding. Ma et al. (2022) and Liu C. et al. (2022) confirmed the
positive impact of environmental regulation on green and
sustainable agricultural development. Furthermore, He et al.
(2023) explored the pressure brought on by government
regulation on the green production behavior of pig breeding
farmers. This included regulations related to green farming
issued by the government and the design of a traceability system
for pig meat products. These measures prompted pig farmers to
adjust their long-term production behavior to meet their
government‘s requirements and promote the sustainable
development of pig breeding. Incentives are mainly derived from
financial support, digital promotion, and industry aggregation.
Rural finance not only provides financial support for green
production through credit and insurance but also protects against
agricultural risks (Yu et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a).
Jiang J. et al. (2022) explored the impact of the digital economy on
the level of green agricultural development based on panel data from
30 Chinese provinces from 2011 to 2020; they found that the digital
economy can effectively enhance the level of green agricultural
development. The positive dividend is mainly concentrated in the
east-central region, with significant regional heterogeneity. In
addition, industrial agglomeration can affect PGTFP by attracting
the concentration of production factors, reducing transaction costs,
and increasing the degree of specialization in the division of labor to
form economies of scale (Jiang Q. et al., 2022).

Furthermore, the convergence of economic growth that includes
agricultural economic development has been widely discussed, the
current discussion focuses mainly on the macro level. However,
what is lacking is an in-depth exploration of convergence among
regions regarding a specific farming species due to the variations in
time and the regions studied. Shen et al. (2022) discussed the
convergence of green production efficiency in Africa, revealing
different types of Club convergence. Zhuang et al. (2022)
explored the efficiency of agricultural green development in East
and West China and found strong convergence, particularly in the
East. Hu (2023) confirmed significant beta convergence in green

TFP in Chinese agriculture, although the convergence was not
significant in the western region.

While research on PGTFP is extensive and critical for
understanding the current situation, impact mechanisms,
interconnection with rural development, and improving green
development in pig breeding, there are still some shortcomings.
Existing studies lack uniformity in the measurement standards of
PGTFP and often overlook agricultural carbon emissions, leading to
measurement errors. Systematic and in-depth analyses of the
current situation and the characteristics of green pig breeding are
lacking, particularly analyses that explore regional differences
beyond the East and West regions. Moreover, few studies have
addressed the convergence of PGTFP and analyzed the influencing
factors of green pig breeding based on conditional convergence. To
address these gaps, this study employs data from 21 provinces in
China from 2004 to 2021 to measure PGTFP using the super-
efficient SBM model. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the
dynamic evolution of regional PGTFP trends, assesses regional
differences using the Dagum Gini coefficient, and investigates
regional convergence.

Compared with existing studies, the possible contributions of
this paper include the following three points. First, it is an
exploratory construction of the PGTFP measurement index
system and an analysis of the PGTFP evolution trend both
overall and from the perspectives of different breeding areas,
which helps to deepen the understanding of the current situation.
Second, the differences within and between regions in the
development of green pig breeding are explored in depth from a
new perspective based on different breeding regions divided by
countries, with a view to providing a reference basis for the precise
formulation of sustainable development policies for diversified pig
breeding. Third, this paper conducts a in-depth analysis of the
effectiveness of green pig breeding under different convergence
states, discusses the driving factors of pig breeding convergence,
and enriches antecedent PGTFP research.

3 Methods and data

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Measurement of PGTFP
The Super SBM model measures PGTFP at different scales in each

province. Tone (2004) constructed the non-expected output SBMmodel
based on the Tone (2001) SBM model. It is assumed that there are n
decision units, and each decision unit contains three elements: input,
desired output, and non-desired output, which are represented by the
variables X, Y, and Z. Its input and output vectors are
X � (xij) ∈ Rm×n,Y � (ykj) ∈ Rs1×n,Z � (zlj) ∈ Rs2×n. Let X > 0,
Y > 0, Z > 0, and the set of production possibilities is
P � (x,y) | x≥XΛ, y≤YΛ, z≥ZΛ,Λ≥ 0}{ , where Λ �
λ1, λ2, ..., λn} ∈ Rn{ denotes the vector of weight coefficients, and the
inequalities in the P-function indicate that the actual input level is greater
or less than the frontier level, respectively. In the model analysis, the
presence of more than one DMU is evaluated as valid. When there are
more input and output indicators, the number of valid DMUs becomes
larger. DMU(x0,y0,z0) is evaluated using the super-efficient SBM model
with non-desired outputs, as shown in Eq. 1:
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ρ � min
1 + 1

m∑m
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xi0

1 − 1
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k�1
sy
k

yk0
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l�1
sz
l

zl0
( );

s.t.xi0 ≥ ∑n
j�1,≠ 0

λjxj − sxi ,∀i;

yk0 ≤ ∑n
j�1,≠ 0

λjyj + syk ,∀k;

zl0 ≥ ∑n
j�1,≠ 0

λjzj + szl ,∀l;

1 − 1
s1 + s2

∑s1
k�1

syk
yk0

+∑s2
l�1

szl
zl0

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠> 0;

sxi ≥ 0, syk ≥ 0, szl ≥ 0, λj ≥ 0,∀i, j, k, l;

i � 1, 2, ...m; k � 1, 2, ...s1; l � 1, 2, ...s2. (1)
Here, sx ∈ Rm, sz ∈ Rs2 represents the excess of inputs and
undesired outputs, respectively. sy ∈ Rs1 represents the
shortage of desired outputs. ρ represents the efficiency value
of the decision unit and can be greater than 1. m, s1, and s2
represent the number of variables of inputs, desired outputs, and
undesired outputs. The formula satisfies the assumption of non-
decreasing returns to scale.

3.1.2 Decomposition of the Dagum Gini coefficient
The Gini coefficient of Dagum (1997) is used to decompose the

regional differences in the PGTFP growth index. The total Gini
coefficient can be decomposed into intra-regional variation,
interregional variation, and hyper-variance density contribution.

Total Gini coefficient:

G � ∑k
r�1∑k

h�1∑nr
p�1∑nq

q�1 PGTFPrp − PGTFPhq

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
2n2PGTFP

. (2)

Here, G is the total Gini coefficient. k denotes the number of regions
(eastern, central, and western). n denotes the number of provinces
(21). PGTFPrp denotes the PGTFP growth index of province p in
region r. PGTFPhq denotes the PGTFP growth index of the province
q in region h. PGTFP denotes the average of the PGTFP growth
index of each province.

Intra-regional differences:

G1 � ∑k

r�1Grrcrsr. (3)

Interregional differences:

G2 � ∑k

r�2∑r�1
h�1Grh crsh + chsr( )Drh. (4)

Super variable density contribution:

G3 � ∑k

r�2∑r�1
h�1Grh crsh + chsr( ) 1 −Drh( ). (5)

Here, cr and ch denote the ratio of the number of provinces in
regions r and h to the number of all provinces. sr and sh denote the
ratio of the PGTFP growth index in regions r and h to overall
growth. Grr denotes the Gini coefficient of the PGTFP growth index
in region r. Grh denotes the Gini coefficient of the PGTFP growth
index in regions r and h. Drh denotes the relative impact of the
PGTFP growth index in regions r and h.

3.1.3 Convergence model
Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992) defined the concept of

convergence from an econometric perspective and classified it
into two categories: α-convergence and β-convergence.
Subsequent studies extended the concept of convergence and
classified it into two additional categories: absolute β-convergence
and conditional β-convergence.

α-convergence implies a state of decreasing differences in
PGTFP across regions, which is manifested by a negative
correlation between the rate of elevation and the initial level (Qi
et al., 2020); it is generally chosen to be measured by the coefficient
of variation, which indicates the presence of α-convergence when
the coefficient of variation value shows a decreasing trend over time.

α �

��������������∑ Pi,t − Pi,t( )2/n

�P

√√
, (6)

where n is the total number of districts, Pi,t represents the PGTFP in
province i in period t, and Pi,t represents the average value of the
PGTFP in province i in period t.

According to the hypothesis of diminishing marginal returns of
factors in neoclassical growth theory, the absolute convergence
hypothesis presupposes that economically backward regions with
the same development structure have higher economic growth rates
than economically developed regions, thus achieving economic
convergence. In this paper, absolute β convergence refers to the
convergence of PGTFP growth in regions with the same
development structure, where regions with a lower PGTFP
growth index have a higher growth rate compared to higher
regions. This method is based on neoclassical growth theory,
with strict restrictions on regions, requiring equal conditions in
all aspects and the convergence of economic steady states. The
absolute β convergence model is:

ln PGTFPi,t+T − PGTFPi,t( )
T

� α + β lnPGTFPi,t + εi,t. (7)

Here, PGTFPi,t+1 and PGTFPi,t represent the PGTFP in province i
of periods t + 1 and t. ln(PGTFPi,t+T − PGTFPi,t) denotes the
annual growth rate of PGTFP in province i in period T, and
lnPGTFPi,t represents the level of PGTFP in the initial period. α
is a constant term, and β denotes the coefficient of convergence. In
terms of statistical significance, if the coefficient β is significantly
negative, indicating that the average growth rate of regional PGTFP
is negatively correlated with the level of PGTFP in the initial period
in time T, then it indicates that PGTFP shows absolute β

convergence, whereas if it is significantly positive, then it shows
divergence. To maximize the sample size, the time interval of 1 year
is generally set for panel data, implying T = 1. εi,t is the random
disturbance term. In addition, the rate of convergence is shown
as θ � −ln(1 + β)/T.

Endogenous growth theory assumes that the state of
convergence of variables varies depending on the influence of
external conditions so conditional β convergence is the
abandonment of the restriction that regions must develop a
consistent structure on the basis of absolute convergence.
Endogenous growth theory assumes that different development
structures lead to different economic steady states for each
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region. Each region converges to its own steady state of
development; the further the level of development from the
steady state, the higher the economic growth rate. Conditional β
convergence recognizes that different exogenous variables cause
different economic growth paths and steady states across regions.
When exogenous variables are brought into the conditional β

convergence test model, there is still a negative correlation
between the economic growth rate and the initial level of the
economy. The conditional β convergence model is:

ln PGTFPi,t+T − PGTFPi,t( )
T

� α + β lnPGTFPi,t + ϕKi,t + εi,t. (8)

Here, Ki,t represents the control variables, with other foreign
variables added to the absolute β convergence model on the basis
of regional economic development to have an impact. If βi,t is
significant and negative, then there is conditional β convergence.

3.2 Data and variables

3.2.1 Selection of variables
Constructing reasonable input–output indicators is essential for

proper, accurate efficiency evaluation. Different inputs and outputs
yield varying efficiency measurement results, thereby impacting the
accuracy of the evaluation. In this study, we draw on relevant studies
on PGTFPmeasurement and select five input indicators, one desired
output, and three non-desired outputs to be included in the super-
efficiency SBM model to be measured (Du et al., 2019).

1. Input variable: The variables are obtained from the “National
Compilation of Agricultural Cost-Benefit Information.” Physical
capital comprises piglet weight, the quantity of concentrate feed,
and the quantity of grain consumed. Labor input refers to the total
number of days of household labor and hired labor per pig.
Production costs encompass direct and indirect costs. Direct
costs include the initial cost of raising pigs, feed processing,
water, fuel, medical, technical, and maintenance costs. Indirect
costs include depreciation of fixed assets, insurance, management,
finance, taxes, and marketing costs. To eliminate the effects of
inflation and other factors, the article uses 2004 as the base
period and deflates the production cost data in the input index
by using the price index of agricultural production materials in each
province.

2. Desired output: The net production of hogs is used as the
desired output indicator, obtained by subtracting the weight of
piglets from the production of the main product.

3. Undesired outputs: Carbon emissions are the total carbon
dioxide emissions from piglets to farrowing—primarily CH4 and
N2O emissions from enteric fermentation and manure disposal
of pigs. Indicator selection and data references are based on the
2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories.
The formula for measuring carbon emissions from pig
breeding is:

QC � QF + QM; (9)
QF � EF × GWPCH4; (10)

Qc � FP/365 × EFMC × GWPCH4 + FP × DN × AW
× EFMN × 44/28 × GWPN2O. (11)

In formula (9), QC represents total carbon emissions from pig
breeding. QF is the CH4 emission from enteric fermentation in hogs.
QM is the carbon emission from the manure management system of
hogs. EF is the CH4 emission factor from enteric fermentation in
hogs, with a value of 1. GWPCH4 is the global warming potential
value of CH4, with a value of 21. CEMC and CEMN represent the CH4

and N2O emissions from the manure management system. EF is the
feeding period for hogs. EFMC is the CH4 emission factor from the
manure management system, with a value of 4. DN is the daily
carbon emission of hogs, with a value of 0.42. AW is the average
body weight of the hog. EFMN is the N2O emission factor of the
manure management system, with a value of 0.002. GWPN2O is the
GWP value of N2O, with a value of 310.

Surface source pollution and heavy metal pollution are based on
the discharge coefficients of livestock farms in the “First National
Pollution Source Census: Livestock and Poultry Farming Source
Output and Discharge Coefficient Manual.” The emissions of COD,
TN, TP, Cu, and Zn are primarily measured during the nursery and
fattening periods. Furthermore, the article classifies the data on pig
farming in the aforementioned manual into professional farming
households corresponding to retail households and small-scale, scale
farming corresponding to medium-scale, and farming communities
corresponding to large-scale. The percentages of cleaning away dry
manure and water-flushing manure for retail households and small-
scale farms are 4.12% and 95.88%, respectively. The percentages for
medium-scale farms are 7.15% and 92.85%, respectively. For large-
scale farms, the percentages are 55.40% and 44.59%, respectively.
The formulas for measuring surface source pollution and heavy
metal pollution are:

US � UCOD + UTN + UTP; (12)
UH � UCu + UZn; (13)

Um � ∑2

j�1∑2

k�1Cij × Fi,j,k × Tk ×
W

W0
. (14)

Here, US represents surface source pollution, and UH represents
heavy metal pollution. UCOD, UTN, UTP, UCu, and UZn represent the
amount of pollution fromCOD, TN, TP, Cu, and Zn, respectively. In
formula (14), j takes the values 1 and 2 to represent dry manure
removal and water-flushing manure removal, respectively. k takes
1 and 2 to represent the nursery and fattening stages of hogs,
respectively. i takes 1, 2, 3, and 4 to represent retail, small,
medium, and large scales, respectively. Cij is the proportion of
the jth manure removal method in the ith scale of pig breeding.
Fi,j,k represents the daily pollution coefficient of the jth manure
removal method in the kth pig breeding stage of the ith scale hog
farm. Tk represents the number of feeding days in the kth pig
breeding stage. W represents the actual weight of hogs in the
National Compilation of Cost and Benefit of Agricultural
Products. W0 is the reference weight of hogs in the Manual of
Source Production and Discharge Coefficients of Livestock and
Poultry Farming. Table 1 shows the details of the PGTFP
measurements.

3.2.2 Data sources
This paper uses panel data on pig breeding from

21 provinces of China from 2004 to 2021 for the following
reasons: first, due to the specificity of pig breeding data, there is
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a mismatch of data from retail, small-scale, medium-scale, and
large-scale provinces, and there is a need to maintain the
consistency of pig breeding-scale research objects in
different regions. Second, taking into account the key
provinces of the National Pig Production Development Plan
(2008–2015) and the National Pig Production Development
Plan (2016–2020) on the regional division of pig breeding, the
21 main producing provinces in the dominant pig production
area were selected as the research objects for analysis.
According to the National Pig Production Development
Plan, the country can be divided into four breeding areas:
focused development (F), constrained development (C),
potential growth (P), and moderate development (M) areas.
F comprises seven provinces: Sichuan, Chongqing, Hebei,
Henan, Shandong, Guangxi, and Hainan. C comprises the
six provinces of Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong, Anhui, Jiangsu,
and Zhejiang. P comprises the five provinces of Yunnan,
Guizhou, Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning. M comprises the
three provinces of Qinghai, Shaanxi, and Shanxi. The data used
are mainly from the National Compilation of Cost and Benefit
Information for Agricultural Products, the First National
Pollution Source Census: Manual of Production and
Discharge Coefficients for Livestock and Poultry Breeding
Sources, the China Statistical Yearbook, the China Rural
Statistical Yearbook, the China Environmental Statistical
Yearbook, the WIEGO database, and the statistical
yearbooks and bulletins of the 21 provinces (autonomous
regions) in China.

4 Empirical results

4.1 Analysis of PGTFP measurement results

Based on the research model, PGTFP was calculated for
21 provinces from 2005 to 2021; Figure 1 shows the overall
PGTFP and that of different farming areas. The period

2005–2021 showed a fluctuating and slight decline in overall
PGTFP and in each scale. However, it varied across different
time stages. From an overall perspective, the
2005–2021 national PGTFP showed a fluctuating
decline–stable rise–continuous decline trend. The first stage,
from 2005 to 2011, saw PGTFP drop from 1.0199 in 2005 to
0.9337 in 2011—a large fluctuation decline. This was mainly
due to the blue ear disease outbreak in 2006, which impacted
the pig industry, and the swine flu outbreak in 2009, which led
to a significant decline in pork prices, affecting pig production.
The second stage, from 2011 to 2017, witnessed a steady rise in
PGTFP, increasing from 0.9337 in 2011 to 1.0368 in 2017. This
rise was driven by the vigorous promotion of national policies
on green pig breeding, facilitating continuous pig breeding
development. The third stage, from 2017 to 2021, saw PGTFP
decline from 1.0368 in 2017 to 0.9439 in 2021. This was
primarily attributable to the emergence of African swine
fever in 2018, which significantly increased the mortality
rate of live pigs and, subsequently, decreased the green TFP
of pig breeding. Meanwhile, the COVID-19 outbreak in
2020 and 2021 would also have some impact on PGTFP.

Regarding different farming areas, the PGTFP growth of all
farming areas showed fluctuating changes from 2005 to 2021.
Based on the mean results, the constrained development area
exhibited the largest PGTFP, with a mean value of 1.0041,
followed by the potential growth and focused development
areas, with mean values of 0.9923 and 0.9866, while the
moderate development area had the smallest PGTFP, with a
mean value of 0.8950. The focused development area showed a
fluctuating decreasing trend between 2005 and 2021, with
larger fluctuations from 2005 to 2013 and more moderate
fluctuations from 2014 to 2021, decreasing from 1.0281 in
2005 to 0.9741 in 2021. The constrained development area
displayed a fluctuating increase and then decrease, rising from
1.0238 in 2005 to 1.0743 in 2012 and then decreasing to
0.9692 in 2021. The potential growth area experienced a
cyclical evolution of continuous fluctuations in PGTFP from

TABLE 1 Definition and description of PGTFP.

Indicator type Indicator Description Mean S.D.

Inputs Piglet weight Average weight per piglet 17.85 4.96

Amount of concentrate
feed

Weight of concentrate feed 295.71 39.10

Amount of grain
consumed

Weight of grain 214.29 34.76

Labor force Total number of days of household labor and days of hired labor 3.88 1.58

Production costs Sum of direct and indirect costs 1,194.72 396.55

Desired outputs Net weight of main
product

Net weight of pig production minus piglet weight 97.04 11.40

Undesired outputs Carbon emissions CH4 and N2O produced during enteric fermentation and manure management converted to CO2

emissions
51.23 10.62

Surface source pollution Emissions of COD, TN, TP, etc. 45.14 11.43

Heavy metal pollution Emissions of Cu, Zn, etc. 7.12 1.15
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1.0682 in 2005 to 0.9007 in 2021. The moderate development
area exhibited a cyclic evolution of Small U–Large U–Small U,
with PGTFP values of 0.9128 in 2005, 0.8855 in 2010, 0.9397 in
2015, and 0.8950 in 2021. Overall, the growth rate of each
breeding area did not change significantly, and the overall
development was relatively stable.

4.2 Regional difference decomposition of
PGTFP

4.2.1 Overall differences and intraregional
differences

Table 2 presents the overall Gini coefficient of PGTFP. The
national PGTFP difference decreased from 0.0785 in 2005 to
0.0703 in 2021—a decrease of 10.47%. This indicates that, with
the growing emphasis on green agricultural development, each
region has been consistently improving its green production
efficiency in pig breeding. Hence, the gaps between regions have
been narrowing, leading to synergistic development.

When examining the internal differences within each pig
breeding region, the potential growth area (P) was found to
exhibit the largest PGTFP differences. This was followed by the
focused development area (F) and the constrained development
area (C), while the moderate development region (M) had the
smallest differences. However, all breeding regions showed a
trend of decreasing differences over time. Among them, the
fastest convergence was in C and the slowest convergence was in
M. F decreased from 0.0478 in 2005 to 0.0081 in 2020 and then
increased to 0.0652 in 2021. C experienced the fastest
convergence of differences, decreasing from 0.0945 in 2005 to
0.0548 in 2021, which is a decrease of 42.03% with an average
annual reduction rate of 3.57%. P decreased from 0.0716 in
2005 to 0.0618 in 2021—a decrease of 13.64% with an average
annual reduction rate of 0.97%. M exhibited the slowest
convergence rate, decreasing from 0.0519 in 2005 to 0.0013 in
2019, then increasing to 0.0883 in 2021. The differences within
each breeding area can be attributed to factors such as breeding
scale, technical level, production conditions, resource
endowment, and epidemic challenges. This results in varying
internal differences. Based on the pig breeding division, F has
been the main support area for national pig breeding. Before the
COVID-19 epidemic, the gap within F was always in a
fluctuating and narrowing state, reflecting the increasing level

FIGURE 1
PGTFP for the whole country and different breeding areas, 2005–2021.

TABLE 2 Overall and intraregional variation in PGTFP.

Year Overall F C P M

2005 0.0785 0.0478 0.0945 0.0716 0.0519

2006 0.0903 0.1011 0.0602 0.0707 0.0730

2007 0.0459 0.0369 0.0181 0.0605 0.0421

2008 0.0646 0.1017 0.0470 0.0276 0.0272

2009 0.0433 0.0725 0.0151 0.0211 0.0222

2010 0.0488 0.0488 0.0251 0.0344 0.0460

2011 0.0466 0.0523 0.0360 0.0391 0.0459

2012 0.0634 0.0744 0.0492 0.0390 0.0501

2013 0.0393 0.0319 0.0627 0.0076 0.0244

2014 0.0292 0.0144 0.0359 0.0323 0.0250

2015 0.0311 0.0063 0.0320 0.0270 0.0513

2016 0.0372 0.0123 0.0081 0.0949 0.0112

2017 0.0226 0.0125 0.0246 0.0199 0.0138

2018 0.0390 0.0193 0.0286 0.0739 0.0116

2019 0.0355 0.0078 0.0429 0.0605 0.0013

2020 0.0298 0.0081 0.0328 0.0374 0.0195

2021 0.0703 0.0652 0.0548 0.0618 0.0883

Average 0.0480 0.0419 0.0393 0.0458 0.0356
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of green development of pig breeding during the COVID-19
epidemic, which led to a shift in resource allocation and a brief
restriction on the green development of pig breeding in some
areas, which widened the gap. C included Hubei, Hunan,
Guangdong, Anhui, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang provinces with a
high level of regional economic development, so that,
although the gap gradually widened in 2021 due to the
impact of the COVID-19 epidemic, the overall development
difference gradually narrowed compared to 2005. P mainly
refers to the area with a smaller breeding scale but a larger
development potential. This includes three northeastern
provinces and two southwestern regions in Guizhou and
Yunnan, with large differences in production conditions
between regions and different pig-rearing technologies and
management levels. This has led to obvious gaps in the
development process of P. Meanwhile, the slowest
convergence rate in P may stem from differences in regional
technological innovation and market expansion. This has led to
a longer convergence time for PGTFP differences between
regions. However, M consists of regions with moderate
farming scales and stable development, resulting in relatively
smaller internal gaps. However, it was affected by the COVID-19
epidemic, and the gap gradually widened in 2020 and 2021,
probably stemming from the large difference in economic
development levels between regions in M. When an outbreak
occurs, the ability of regions to withstand risks subsequently
decreases, leading to a widening gap in PGTFP between the
regions.

4.2.2 Interregional differences
Table 3 illustrates the interregional differences of PGTFP.

Comparing the interregional differences, the mean value of the
interregional differences between F and C from 2005 to 2021 is
0.0473. The mean value of the interregional differences between F
and P is 0.0549. The mean value of the interregional differences
between F and M is 0.0483. The mean value of the interregional
differences between C and P is 0.0529. The mean value of the
interregional differences between C and M is 0.0466. Finally, the
mean value of the difference between P and M is 0.0515. This
indicates that the greatest difference is between F and P, followed by
that between C and P. The least difference is between C and M. This
discrepancy may arise from the fact that F areas receive priority
support in government regional planning, leading to more policy
support, investment guidance, financial backing, and market share;
thus, PGTFP increases. In contrast, P areas have limited government
support and often face challenges, such as weak market exposure,
insufficient technological innovation, and inefficient resource
allocation, resulting in significant differences in development
direction and market positioning between the two regions.

Regarding regional differences within each breeding area, all
differences between the areas show a trend of continuous
convergence between 2005 and 2021. The regional difference
between F and C decreased from 0.0790 in 2005 to 0.0634 in
2021, indicating a 19.72% decrease with an average annual
reduction rate of 1.36%. The regional difference between F and P
decreased from 0.0699 in 2005 to 0.0387 in 2020, then increased to
0.0727 in 2021. The difference between F and M decreased from
0.0701 in 2005 to 0.0201 in 2020, then increased to 0.0889 in 2021.
The regional difference between the constrained development area
and the potential growth area decreased from 0.0940 in 2005 to
0.0671 in 2021, indicating a 28.56% decrease with an average annual
reduction rate of 2.08%. The regional difference between C and M
decreased from 0.0986 in 2005 to 0.0808 in 2021, marking an 18.04%
decrease with an average annual reduction rate of 1.24%. The
regional difference between P and M decreased from 0.0993 in
2005 to 0.0824 in 2021, indicating a 17.03% decrease with an average
annual reduction rate of 1.16%. These findings indicate that the
differences between C and P converge the fastest, while the
differences between F and M converge the slowest. Despite
varying policy support and development orientations among
regions, all regions prioritize green development in pig breeding,
resulting in a convergence of PGTFP differences for overall growth.

4.2.3 Regional difference contribution
Figure 2 illustrates the overall contribution rate measured by

intraregional contribution, interregional contribution, and the
decomposition term of the Gini coefficient of hypervariable
density contribution. On the magnitude of contribution change,
the hypervariable density contribution exhibits the most fluctuation,
decreasing from 0.0387 in 2005 to 0.0341 in 2021—an 11.83%
decrease. This is followed by the interregional contribution,
which decreased from 0.0215 in 2005 to 0.0190 in 2021—a
decrease of 11.47%. Finally, the intraregional contribution
decreased from 0.0183 in 2005 to 0.0171 in 2021, indicating a
6.44% decrease. Comparing the mean values of different
contributions, intraregional, interregional, and hypervariable
density contributions have mean values of 0.0112, 0.0179, and

TABLE 3 Interregional differences in PGTFP.

Year F–C F–P F–M C–P C–M P–M

2005 0.0790 0.0699 0.0701 0.0940 0.0986 0.0993

2006 0.0892 0.1160 0.1049 0.0860 0.0738 0.0851

2007 0.0305 0.0640 0.0485 0.0622 0.0447 0.0560

2008 0.0812 0.0804 0.0759 0.0460 0.0410 0.0340

2009 0.0556 0.0538 0.0562 0.0304 0.0235 0.0306

2010 0.0548 0.0516 0.0790 0.0343 0.0457 0.0553

2011 0.0472 0.0486 0.0536 0.0427 0.0500 0.0448

2012 0.0762 0.0620 0.0675 0.0616 0.0659 0.0492

2013 0.0522 0.0229 0.0360 0.0468 0.0563 0.0240

2014 0.0310 0.0281 0.0254 0.0355 0.0321 0.0303

2015 0.0273 0.0210 0.0397 0.0325 0.0611 0.0526

2016 0.0131 0.0692 0.0153 0.0652 0.0108 0.0653

2017 0.0213 0.0290 0.0163 0.0281 0.0222 0.0282

2018 0.0270 0.0572 0.0171 0.0601 0.0236 0.0569

2019 0.0303 0.0477 0.0067 0.0623 0.0294 0.0463

2020 0.0248 0.0387 0.0201 0.0438 0.0334 0.0358

2021 0.0634 0.0727 0.0889 0.0671 0.0808 0.0824

Average 0.0473 0.0549 0.0483 0.0529 0.0466 0.0515
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0.0189, respectively. This suggests that regional differences in
PGTFP from 2005 to 2021 primarily originate from
hypervariable density, followed by interregional differences, and
finally intraregional differences. It is evident that the degree of
competition and mutual influence among pig breeding regions
significantly impacts the convergence rate between regions. Thus,
government measures are required to encourage and support
innovation, technology transfer, cooperation, and coordination
among different regions to promote the sustainable development
of the pig breeding industry.

4.3 Analysis of the convergence of PGTFP

4.3.1 α-convergence
The results of α-convergence for PGTFP for the entire country

and each pig breeding region are shown in Figure 3. The α-value of
national PGTFP from 2005 to 2021 exhibited a fluctuating
decreasing trend, decreasing from 0.1451 in 2005 to 0.1327 in
2021, indicating a decrease of 8.55% and an average annual
decrease rate of 0.56%. This trend suggests an obvious α-
convergence of national PGTFP, reflecting a narrowing gap in

FIGURE 2
Contribution of regional differences.

FIGURE 3
α-convergence analysis of PGTFP nationwide and in different breeding areas.
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PGTFP. In each pig breeding area, the coefficient of variation of
PGTFP also displayed a trend of constant downward fluctuation, but
there was a general increase in 2021. On the one hand, the coefficient
of variation of the focused development area (F) decreased from
0.0951 in 2005 to 0.0158 in 2020, indicating an 83.36% decrease with
an average annual reduction rate of 11.27%, but rising to 0.1360 in
2021. The coefficient of variation of the constrained development
area (C) decreased from 0.1998 in 2005 to 0.0729 in 2020, marking a
decrease of 63.52% with an average annual reduction rate of 6.50%,
but rising to 0.1137 in 2021. The coefficient of variation of the
potential growth area (P) decreased from 0.1497 in 2005 to 0.0760 in
2020, indicating a decrease of 49.26% with an average annual
reduction rate of 4.42%, but rose to 0.1282 in 2021. Finally, the
coefficient of variation of the moderate development area (M)
decreased from 0.1169 in 2005 to 0.0498 in 2020, marking a
decrease of 57.42% with an average annual reduction rate of
5.53% but rising to 0.2057 in 2021. These findings suggest an
obvious α-convergence trend in all pig breeding areas from
2005 to 2020, with the fastest convergence rate observed in F,
followed by C, and then M and P. The α-convergence results of
PGTFP in 2021 for the whole country and each farming area show a
rapid increase, and the gap between F andMwidens most obviously.
Since 2021 was the most serious period of COVID-19, the supply
and demand of pig breeding produce changed greatly, leading to an
increasing coefficient of variation of PGTFP. COVID-19 thus had a
large impact on the pig breeding industry, which was unfavorable to
the convergence of regional differences. It especially has a large
impact on the F and M areas of pig breeding. On the other hand, the
mean values of PGTFP for each area were 0.0879, 0.0819, 0.0982,
and 0.0846, indicating that the development level of pig breeding in
C had the least difference, while the development of pig breeding in
P had the greatest.

4.3.2 Absolute β-convergence
The empirical results of the absolute β-convergence of PGTFP in

the country and each farming region are shown in Table 4.
According to Eq. 7, which uses the panel data of 21 provinces,
the OLS model was selected for measurement. The empirical
analysis was performed by the Hausman test using fixed effects.
The β coefficients are significant and negative for the entire country
and each farming region, indicating the presence of absolute β-
convergence for PGTFP in each region. The absolute value of the

regression coefficient β suggests the following order: F > C >
Overall > P > M. This indicates that the convergence speed
varies across breeding areas due to differences in breeding scale,
environmental carrying capacity, market demand, industrial
agglomeration, and the degree of policy support. F exhibits the
fastest convergence in PGTFP, followed by C, P, and M.

4.3.3 Conditions β-convergence
Building on existing studies (Liu et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022b; Liu

H. et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2022; Huang and Xiong, 2022; Yang et al.,
2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2022), this study introduces six
control variables as influencing factors for the conditional β-
convergence of PGTFP: the level of agricultural economic
development (Agdp), capital input (Cap), pig industry
agglomeration (Ind), openness to the outside world (Open),
environmental regulation (Reg), and feed grain production
capacity (Gra). The specific indicators are as follows: “Agdp”
represents the overall economic level of development and quality
of life, which influence the importance given to green development.
It is measured by the actual gross output value of agriculture,
forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery. “Cap” represents the
strength of agricultural fixed asset inputs and the importance
farmers attach to agricultural production. Fixed asset inputs are
conducive to expanding the scale of operation, optimizing factor
allocation, and improving technical efficiency. However, the input of
agricultural machinery and other facilities may increase the use of
agricultural diesel fuel, produce more environmental pollutants, and
lead to a decrease in green productivity. In this study, we measured
the proportion of farm households’ agricultural, forestry, animal
husbandry, and fishery fixed assets to their total fixed assets. “Ind”
indicates the degree of industrial agglomeration and its impact on
the environment. Industrial agglomeration is measured by the ratio
of raw pork production to total meat production in each province
and the proportion of national raw pork production to total national
meat production using locational entropy. “Open” measures the
proportion of total agricultural exports to total agricultural, forestry,
and fishery production. The lower the export value of agricultural
products, the stronger the innovation ability of domestic agricultural
products’ green technology and the higher the controllability of
green production. “Reg” is measured by the ratio of investment in
environmental pollution control to regional GDP and indicates the
investment in environmental pollution control and its impact on

TABLE 4 Absolute β-convergence of PGTFP.

Variable Overall F C P M

β −1.1939*** −1.3095*** −1.2055*** −1.1215*** −0.9871***

(0.0550) (0.0958) (0.0927) (0.1151) (0.1627)

C −0.0195*** −0.0275*** −0.0003 −0.0202 −0.0349**

(0.0055) (0.0100) (0.0085) (0.0132) (0.0148)

Adjusted R2 0.6001 0.6420 0.6548 0.5621 0.4554

F 471.15 186.52 168.80 94.98 36.80

Sample size 336 112 96 80 48

Model FE FE FE FE FE

***, **, and * indicate significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% statistical levels, respectively. Standard errors are given in parentheses.
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agricultural green production. “Gra” measures pig feed production
capacity according to the ratio of corn production in each province
to national production. Higher feed production capacity in a region
can improve the green production efficiency of pig breeding.

The empirical results of the conditional β-convergence of
PGTFP for the nation and each farming region are shown in
Table 5. According to Eq. 8, which uses the 21 provinces’ panel
data, the OLS model was selected for measurement. The empirical
analysis was performed by Hausman testing using fixed effects. The
test results show that the β coefficients for both the national and each
farming area are significant and negative at the 1% level. This
indicates the presence of conditional beta convergence for
PGTFP when controlling for individual variables. The
convergence rate aligns with the absolute β-convergence results,
with the fastest and slowest convergences observed in the focused
and moderate development areas, respectively. Regarding the
control variables, “Agdp” has a positive effect on PGTFP for the
focused development areas. This indicates that higher levels of rural
economic development can facilitate farming scale expansion and
innovation in green technology to improve green efficiency. “Cap”
has a significantly negative effect on PGTFP at the national level and
in moderately developed areas, suggesting that higher capital input
costs can be detrimental to efficiency growth; for example, some
agricultural fixed assets have high input costs, and retail or small-
scale farmer purchases are prone to wasting resources and are thus

detrimental to productivity improvement—confirmed by more
studies. The negative deterrent effect of “Open” on PGTFP in
focused development areas may be due to the increased market
risk faced by farmers, reducing their willingness to invest in
advanced production technologies and equipment. Furthermore,
increased competition from external agricultural products leads to
lower prices and income levels for farmers, thereby reducing PGTFP
by diminishing production inputs. As expected, “Gra” has a positive
effect on PGTFP in moderately developed areas. As feed is the most
important input factor for pig breeding, improving feed production
capacity in each region can greatly reduce the cost of pig breeding
and effectively increase PGTFP.

5 Discussion

Green total factor productivity of pig breeding (PGTFP) is
necessary for promoting the green development of the pig
breeding industry to achieve the goal of “double carbon”—carbon
reduction and emissions reduction in the farming industry.
Moreover, it maintains the food and production safety of
livestock products. This study is based on the results of PGTFP
and discusses the regional differences and convergence of PGTFP in
different pig breeding areas, thus enriching the research on PGTFP
and meeting the realistic needs of high-quality development in the
farming industry. The main value of this study, compared with
existing studies, is as follows.

First, measuring and analyzing the evolution of PGTFP is an
issue that scholars have extensively discussed. In recent years, all
regions have emphasized the trio of “quantity, quality, and ecology”
in agricultural production and increased their investment in
farming. This has driven the development of PGTFP in each
region. Consistent with existing studies, PGTFP did not increase
nationwide or in all regions over time (Zhong et al., 2022b). Rather,
it mostly fluctuated in phases, especially over 2005–2021, which was
affected by the spread of unexpected diseases such as swine flu,
African swine fever, and COVID-19. Moreover, the mean value of
PGTFP in the constrained development area (C) is at its highest level
due to the current situation of regional economic development.
Most C areas have better economic development, and although the
development space for pig production is limited, the overall
breeding scale and green production capacity are the highest in
the country. These research results are consistent with reality.

Second, exploring regional differences provides insight into the
current evolution of unbalanced pig breeding development. It also
decomposes differences by region to understand their sources,
which is essential for scientifically formulating green pig
development policies. By examining differences within the
research sample as a whole and within each farming area,
problems that exist between regions can be addressed in a timely
manner. In recent years, relevant departments have introduced
policies to support green agricultural development. These policies
consider regional production and development bases, resource
endowments, environmental carrying capacity, and consumption
preferences to divide pig breeding areas, thereby promoting quality,
efficiency, and sustainability in the pig breeding industry. The
empirical results show that the PGTFP difference between the
overall total and each farming area is decreasing. This indicates

TABLE 5 Conditions β-convergence of PGTFP.

Variable Overall F C P M

B −1.2099*** −1.3818*** −1.2133*** −1.1614*** −1.0453***

(0.0549) (0.0959) (0.0956) (0.1206) (0.1397)

lnAgdp 0.0249 0.1113** −0.0312 0.0080 0.0356

(0.0273) (0.0511) (0.0650) (0.0738) (0.0706)

lnCap −0.0305** −0.0138 −0.0114 −0.0342 −0.0693***

(0.0120) (0.0215) (0.0177) (0.0468) (0.0234)

lnInd −0.1038 0.0526 0.1372 −0.1724 −0.0982

(0.0686) (0.1504) (0.2077) (0.3301) (0.0940)

lnOpen −0.0009 −0.0576* 0.0973 0.0458 0.0088

(0.0205) (0.0325) (0.0729) (0.0524) (0.0438)

lnReg −0.0092 −0.0683** −0.0116 −0.0150 0.0121

(0.0125) (0.0310) (0.0220) (0.0293) (0.0245)

lnGra −0.0025 −0.0041 −0.0050 −0.0088 0.0121**

(0.0026) (0.0047) (0.0042) (0.0071) (0.0055)

C −0.0689 −0.4893 −0.2864 −0.1847 −0.0769

(0.2444) (0.4628) (0.4236) (0.5832) (0.5650)

Adjusted R2 0.6144 0.6868 0.6715 0.5867 0.6726

F 70.10 30.69 24.23 13.79 11.15

Sample size 336 112 96 80 48

Model FE FE FE FE FE
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that the current green development policy for pig breeding is well
implemented and that the farming areas are focused. Previous
studies mainly divided the regional differences into eastern,
central, and western regions and explored the differences in pig
breeding in each area. Zhong et al. (2022c) found that pig breeding
in the western region is more advantageous. This study’s findings
explore the value of the development of the four farming regions
from a policy-oriented perspective and find that the greatest
differences lie within the potential growth areas (P). Moreover,
the differences between the focused development areas (F) and the P
are more pronounced. The regional differences mainly result from
the hypervariable density contribution. This differs from existing
studies that discuss regions but is consistent with the source of
farming zone division. P has a favorable regional development
environment, high growth potential, and sufficient advantages in
feed resources. Thus, the regional development rate of areas within
the region is inconsistent, showing a large internal gap. Conversely,
F is the core area of stable pork supply, making it a key learning
target for the potential growth area. In addition, the super-variable
density is the main source of major regional differences. It also
indicates that the degree of coordination between regions needs
improvement, indicating the direction for green pig development,
with a focus on regional development.

Furthermore, research commonly analyzes the convergence of
regional differences over time when discussing regional differences.
In this study, we examine the convergence pattern of PGTFP in four
pig breeding regions in China using α- and β-convergences. The
empirical results align with existing studies (Cui et al., 2020) and
demonstrate α-convergence and β-convergence in overall and
regional PGTFP. The PGTFP of each province within the region
converges to a steady-state equilibrium value over time, regardless of
the consideration of the regional factor structure. This finding
indicates a “catch-up effect” of PGTFP in lagging regions toward
developed regions and reflects the trend of moderate development
areas, P areas, and constrained development areas moving closer to
F areas, which aligns with national policies. The convergence of
PGTFP is influenced by factors such as factor endowment, regional
agricultural economic development, factor inputs, industrial
structure, and openness to the outside world, which should be
explored further to enhance PGTFP.

6 Conclusions and policy implications

Based on panel data from 2004 to 2021, this study has examined
the PGTFP growth index, regional differences, and convergence
trends in 21 provinces (regions) of pig breeding. The analysis
utilized the super-efficient SBM model, Dagum Gini coefficient,
and convergence model. The empirical results lead to the following
conclusions: 1) from 2005 to 2021, the nationwide PGTFP exhibited
a pattern of fluctuating decline–stable rise–continuous decline. The
PGTFP growth index shows fluctuations in all farming areas, with
the constrained development area (C) experiencing the highest
growth, followed by the potential growth area (P) and the
focused development area (F), with the moderate development
area (M) exhibiting the lowest PGTFP. 2) In terms of regional
differences, the differences in PGTFP across the country have
generally been decreasing. In terms of intraregional differences,

the differences within each pig breeding area show a decreasing
trend, with the largest PGTFP differences within P, followed by F
and C, and the smallest but slowest convergence of differences in M.
Furthermore, in terms of interregional differences, the differences
between F and P are the largest and converge the slowest.
Conversely, the differences between C and M are the smallest. In
terms of the contribution of regional differences, the regional
differences of PGTFP in 2005–2021 mainly originate from
hypervariable density, followed by interregional differences and
intraregional differences. 3) In terms of convergence
characteristics, α-convergence and β-convergence of PGTFP are
observed in the whole country and each farming area. Specifically,
there is α-convergence in the coefficient of variation of PGTFP
nationwide and in each farming area. However, the convergence
state is not obvious during COVID-19. Absolute and conditional β-
convergences exist in the whole country and each farming area,
among which PGTFP converges fastest in F. This is followed by C
and P. β-convergence is slowest in M, and the convergence rate is
inconsistent among regions; however, PGTFP converges to its own
steady state in all regions.

Based on the research findings, this study proposes the
following recommendations: 1) Develop differentiated breeding
strategies based on local conditions, capitalizing on large-scale
breeding in each region, and determining appropriate breeding
scales. Formulate a green development plan for the pig breeding
industry according to the economic development level and
demands of different-scale farmers in each production area.
Implement regulations and supporting measures tailored to
different regions and scales. For example, F areas should
strengthen pig breeding organization and management, create
regionally distinctive pig brands, and enhance market
competitiveness. C areas should promote standardized breeding
based on existing resource endowments and environmental
carrying capacity, improving scientific breeding technology to
relieve environmental pressure and achieve efficient pig
breeding. P areas should focus on increasing the technical
content of green breeding, supporting demonstration
households to play a leading role, and continuously introducing
capital, technology, and talent into the pig breeding industry. M
areas should explore the path of ecological pig breeding, striving to
narrow the regional gap, and development areas should explore the
path of ecological pig breeding, narrowing regional gaps, and
promoting the competition of pig industrialization, capitalizing
on the comparative advantages of each region, optimizing resource
allocation, and stimulating development potential. 2) Actively
advocate the concept of cooperation and guide the interactive
and coordinated development of pig breeding areas. Strengthen the
economic linkage between different farming areas, deepening
regional exchanges and cooperation, and sharing advanced
green production management experiences. Pay particular
attention to the coordinated and interactive relationship
between focused development areas and potential growth areas.
Simultaneously accelerate the establishment of a sound standard
system for green development in the pig breeding industry and
improve standardization levels, organizational aspects, and
ecological construction. Enhance standards related to inputs
and outputs in the breeding industry, reasonably allocating
resources, and promoting green and standardized pig
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production. 3) Accelerate the enhancement of PGTFP and
strengthen the layout of emergency prevention. Combine
PGTFP drivers and adjust relevant green pig development
policies. This adjustment should include increasing capital
investment in the pig industry, promoting the pace of pig
industry agglomeration, optimizing the industrial structure of
farming, enhancing the comprehensive production capacity of
pig breeding, and promoting sustainable development. At the
same time, prepare for contingency prevention measures and
outline measures in production and distribution in advance to
deal with the impact of major contingencies.

This study also has certain limitations that need to be
addressed. The limited access to macro-data and data
matching factors at different scales in each province restricts
the inclusion of data from all provinces in China. Field research
and interviews with pig-breeding farmers across the country are
necessary to validate the research findings. The outbreak of
COVID-19 in 2020–2022 significantly affected the pork
market. Due to current data access limitations, this study
covers the period from 2004 to 2021 and does not fully reflect
the fluctuating changes in green pig breeding development after
the COVID-19 outbreak cycle. Future research should explore
and compare the impact of COVID-19 on PGTFP growth in
depth.
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